Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in Galactic planetary nebulae (PNe) are investigated by means of the unidentified infrared (UIR) bands. Continuous near-to mid-infrared spectra of PNe are obtained with the AKARI /IRC and the Spitzer /IRS. All 19 PNe in the present study show prominent dust emissions and we investigate the variation in the intensity ratios among the UIR bands. The ionization fraction and the size distribution of PAHs in PNe are derived using the UIR band ratios. We find that the ionization fraction of PAHs in PNe is around 0.0-0.6 and that small PAHs are scarce. The present result indicates a systematic trend of the 3.4 µm aliphatic feature to become weak as the PAH ionization fraction increases.
INTRODUCTION
The unidentified infrared (UIR) bands are broad and prominent infrared emissions that are seen in a variety of objects (Peeters et al., 2002; Acke et al., 2004) , suggesting that the carriers are common in the Universe. The relative strength of the UIR bands is sensitive to the chemical and physical conditions of the carriers. The most probable candidates are polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) (Duley & Williams, 1981) . The UIR band ratios can be good diagnostic tools to investigate the PAH properties and the local environments (e.g., Berné et al., 2007; Mori et al., 2012) . We investigate the ionization fraction and the size distribution of PAHs in PNe by means of the variation in the UIR band ratios. The 3.4 µm emission feature is also investigated as a tracer of aliphatic C-H bonds in PAHs.
OBSERVATION
We obtained 86 near-infrared (2-5 µm) spectra of Galactic PNe with the AKARI /IRC. Among them, 19 PNe whose mid-infrared spectra (5-14 µm) are available in the Spitzer Archive and which show significant dust emissions in their spectra are selected. To correct for the slit efficiency, the Spitzer /IRS spectra are scaled to the IRC spectra. The intensities of the UIR bands are estimated through spectral fitting. We fit the spectra with a linear combination of free-free, thermal dust, recombination and forbidden lines, and the UIR band emissions. The UIR bands are assumed as Lorentzian functions.
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RESULTS
The 6.2 to 11.2 µm ratio increases when PAHs are ionized, while the 3.3 to 11.2 µm ratio increases when small PAHs are abundant (Allamandola et al., 1989) . Using the upper panel of Fig. 1 , we can diagnose the ionization status and the size distribution of PAHs. Most PNe show a 6.2 to 11.2 µm ratio of around 0.5-1.2. For some PNe, this ratio becomes larger than 2. The latter also show the eminent broad feature around 12 µm, which is typically seen in the proto-PNe phase and attributed to SiC. They are significantly young PNe, suggesting that PAHs in those objects are pristine. The 3.3 µm band arises from aromatic C-H bonds, while the 3.4 µm band arises from aliphatic C-H bonds. The 3.4 to 3.3 µm ratio indicates the aliphatic-to-aromatic ratio. This ratio is shown against the 6.2 to 11.2 µm band ratio in the lower panel of Fig. 1 , where the young objects with the 6.2 to 11.2 µm larger than 2 are excluded.
DISCUSSION
We calculate the UIR band ratios with different effective temperatures (T ) and ionization fractions (f ion ) based on a PAH model for molecular clouds and photodissociation regions (Case I in Mori et al., 2012) to investigate the difference between the PAHs in PNe and in interstellar fields. The results of the models are shown by the gray lines in the upper panel. Although the 6.2 to 11.2 µm band ratio (0.5-1.2) is well reproduced by the model with f ion 0.0-0.5, the 3.3 to 11.2 µm ratio is significantly lower than the model prediction. It suggests that small PAHs are scarce in PNe. In the lower panel, we find that the aliphaticaromatic ratio decreases as the ionization fraction increases. This result confirms that aliphatic C-H bonds are fragile to UV-processing. The present result indicates that the destruction of aliphatic bonds occurs as PAHs become ionized in PNe. Fig. 1 . (Upper) The 3.3 to 11.2 µm UIR band ratio is plotted against the 6.2 to 11.2 µm ratio. The gray symbols show the objects with the SiC feature (see text). The solid lines show the band ratio calculated by a PAH model. (Lower) The 3.4 to 3.3 µm band ratio is shown against the 6.2 to 11.2 µm UIR band ratio.
